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ABSTRACT

The tracking modulation index (Km) is a key performance parameter for any autotracking antenna and

should especially be considered for classically difficult targets such as missiles and/or fast moving

aircraft.

Antenna subsystems are typically characterized by their gain to temperature ratio (G/T) to optimize

receive data bit error rates (BER) for distant targets. One important parameter often overlooked for

telemetry autotracking antennas is a graded value for the available tracking modulation index (Km) that

is common in radar autotracking applications. Tracking modulation performance is a major contributor

for minimizing the antenna pointing error during an autotrack mission. Autotracking radar antenna

specifications typically include tracking modulation as a major design parameter, many receive-only

autotrack antennas used for telemetry applications do not consider this important parameter for the

intended tracking mission which may result in poor autotracking performance. This paper investigates

the effects of tracking modulation levels on system pointing errors for various classes of feed topologies.
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Introduction

One of the most commonly discussed antenna performance parameters is the gain to temperature ratio

(G/T), which determines the available signal to noise ratio of a target. Radar operators are also typically

concerned with the ability of the antenna to accurately autotrack, resolve and report the target’s

angular location. The quality of the angular tracking is limited by the tracking error slope, commonly

referred to as a parameter known as the tracking modulation index or Km value.

Measurements of targets always involve uncertainties caused by several factors including noise,

interference, and error slope resolution. Applications such as geo-stationary satellite tracking and low

altitude satellite tracking are much less demanding on autotrack servo systems than rocket and missile

tracking systems with their high dynamics.

Monopulse Tracking Modeling

The basic autotracking process is to compare signals levels in adjacent spatial quadrants. The responses

may be generated in a time sequential manner (ESCAN, single channel monopulse, or conical scan) or

simultaneously (three channel monopulse) which requires three receivers.



When a feed is displaced from the focal axis of a reflector, the secondary beam is offset in a direction

opposite the feed offset direction (mirror image). By arranging an array of four offset feeds, four

displaced beams are created that provide amplitude peaks in the four spatial quadrants. Figure 1 shows

an array of four feeds that are displaced in the four cardinal axes of the reflector.

Figure 1 Array of offset feeds displaced from reflector focal axis

Figure 2 illustrates the resulting secondary beam offset that moves in a direction opposite of each feed

offset direction. The secondary angular offset is typically 80% (for typical reflectors) of the angular

offset of the feed with respect to the focal axis. The ratio of the secondary beam angular offset to the

feed beam angular offset angle is called the reflector beam deviation factor (BDF).

Figure 2 Example Displaced Secondary Beam generated from an offset feed

Figure 3 shows a basic measurement for a one dimensional tracking system. The RF secondary beam is

steered (either electrically or mechanically) to point at angles Θ1 and Θ2. The relative signal strength of

the target is compared at both angular locations. If the signal strength is the same at both locations,



the antenna positioner is not moved, but if one location has a higher signal strength, the positioner is

moved in the direction toward the higher signal.

Figure 3 Offset Secondary Beams generated by offset feed elements (one axis)

When both offset beams shown in figure 3 are combined out of phase, the result is a null on boresight

as shown in figure 4a. The slope of the difference channel error slope (figure 4a) is a function of the

offset horn spacing from the reflector focal axis and optics. Combining the two signals coherently (in-

phase) results in a typical monotonic secondary pattern with a peak located on-axis as shown in figure

4b. The sum pattern amplitude is also a function of the offset horn space, however the optimum

spacing for the sum pattern differs from the optimum spacing for the best difference pattern slope

(desirable for good tracking resolution) and an engineering tradeoff must be made.

Figure 4 Monopulse Difference and Sum Pattern formed by combining Signals in Figure 3

Following Sherman (1), each of the two individual offset beams shown in figure 3 are simulated using a

cosine illumination function. By varying the relative offset angle, we can obtain figure of merits for both

the sum and difference patterns. Equations 1 and 2 simulate the voltage response of the left and right

beams respectively.

1ݒ =
ୡ୭ୱ�[గఏഇ൫ఏିఏೞ൯]

ଵି[ଶഇቀ൫ఏିఏೞ൯ቃ
మ (1)

2ݒ =
ୡ୭ୱ�[గఏഇ൫ఏାఏೞ൯]
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Where: ௦=differenceߠ pattern angular offset (3dB beamwidths)

KΘ =1.19 (beamwidth constant for cosine illumination)



The sum pattern is simulated by combining both individual beams in-phase as shown in equation 3. The

difference pattern is simulated by combining both of the individual beams out-of-phase to create the

difference pattern as shown in equation 4a.

=ݏ (ଶݒଵାݒ)0.7071 (3)

݀ = (ଶݒଵିݒ)0.7071 (4)

Equations 3 and 4 for the sum and difference patterns are plotted in figure 5 for various beam angular

offsets. These offsets shown in figure 5 are for close spaced arrays only (typical of a square four horn

array). The difference slope degrades rapidly when the offset angle is significantly larger as for the case

of the five element array presented later.

Figure 5 Sum and Difference Beams for various Squint Angles



Radar monopulse operators have long used the parameter Km as a quality factor for the available

autotracking error integrity as defined in equation 5. The value Kd is the value of the on-axis difference

channel slope around boresight.

ܭ =
�ഇ್ೢ

ௌబ
(5)

The monopulse angular error for the antenna is a function of both the sum channel signal to noise ratio

and also the Km according to equation 6.

ఏߪ =
ఏ್ೢ

 �ඥమೄ/ಿ

(6)

Where:

ௗ�=onܭ axis difference slope (volt/volt per unit angle

ܭ = normalized monpulse slope in (volt/volt per sum beamwidth)

ఏߪ = Angular Error (units of ௪ߠ )

௪ߠ = Sum Pattern 3dB Beamwidth

S = Sum Signal Power

Nd = Noise Power in difference channel

Equation 6 shows that the angular tracking error varies linearly with the tracking modulation but varies

with the square root of the sum beam signal/noise ratio (or G/T). For radar applications that use the

same feed for transmit, equation 6 is modified so that sum power term S is changed to S2 to account

for the two way round-trip path (the sum gain is used for both transmit and receive). Figure 6 shows the

tracking gradient (kd), sum channel power (S), and (kd)(S) product curves for various horn angular

displacements. The optimum horn angular displacement for telemetry tracking (shown in figure 6) is

0.55 beamwidths and the optimum horn angular displacement for the two-way radar application

(shown in figure 7) is 0.45 beamwidths. While these angular offsets optimize the tracking performance,

there is a small loss in the sum channel directivity as shown in the green curve for the So parameter.



Figure 6 Autotracking Two Horn Angular Accuracy Optimization for Telemetry Applications

Figure 7 Autotracking Two Horn Angular Accuracy Optimization for Radar Applications
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Because of the sum and difference pattern compromise, it is important to make an engineering feed

topology tradeoff for various autotracking applications. For example, relatively slow moving low earth

orbit (LEO) satellites typically have smooth and predictable orbits that rarely tax the capability of a servo

system. The typical performance emphasis for LEO applications is to obtain the most data during a pass

requiring the highest G/T value possible. Figure 8 is a typical ViaSat five element monopulse array feed

that is used for LEO applications. This feed uses a high efficiency corrugated horn for the sum pattern

that achieves >80% reflector aperture efficiency. The four tracking horns located around the sum horn

that generate the difference patterns are very widely spaced having minimum impact on the sum beam,

with a tradeoff compromising angular tracking sensitivity. The Km value for this horn is low (typically

<0.1) and the corrugated horn provides excellent sum channel efficiency with minimal compromise to

station G/T. This is a case where the tracking performance is adequate for the intended tracking

mission. A typical difference pattern crossover between two of the elements for the five horn feed is

shown in figure 9. Notice that crossover region definition is much less defined than the four horn

analysis previously presented (also in figure 11).

Figure 8 ViaSat Five Element Mononpulse Horn

Figure 9 Tracking Horn crossover pattern for five element Horn Array
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On the other end of the spectrum, targets such as missiles and rockets often have high angular dynamics

with non-uniform flight dynamics and are much more difficult autotrack targets.

Feeds such as the four element array (shown in figure 10) that was previously analyzed, typically have

Km values in the 1.0-1.5 range and offer much better error tracking gradients compared with the feed

shown in figure 8. Typical difference channel crossover patterns are shown in figure 11 for the four horn

array feed. Note that the relative signal strength and error slope near boresight is excellent.

Figure 10 ViaSat Four Element Monopulse Horn

.

Figure 11 Difference Element crossover for typical Four element Horn Array

Many of the inherent limitations of the four element array feed, such as non-uniform radiation patterns,

may be mostly overcome when the structure is augmented with a higher order mode output section as

shown in figure 12 (2)(3). The output section generates higher order waveguide modes to provide near
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symmetrical radiation patterns similar to the corrugated horn shown in figure 8 over its useful

bandwidth. Since the array spacing of this horn uses the same four horn structure as shown in figure 10,

the excellent difference pattern slopes are preserved and has Km values similar to the basic four horn

shown in figure 11.

Figure 12 ViaSat Four Horn Array Feed augmented with Higher Order Waveguide Output Section

High performance autotrack systems often operate with independent data and tracking RF channels.

This allows the data channel to be completely free of tracking modulation and provides the highest

possible station G/T to maximum data reception rates. The difference element paths have inherent

combining insertion losses and time sequence switch losses (as shown in figure 13) and have

significantly lower signal/noise ratio than the sum path. In a single channel monopulse type system,

there is an engineering tradeoff between the tracking channel signal/noise ratio (ie: G/T) and the

amount of tracking modulation. Separate data/tracking channels also allow the tracking channel to be

optimized solely to minimize the autotracking angular error (often resulting in a 50% reduction in the

original tracking error compared with a combined data/track topology) and without imposing a data

reception (G/T) tradeoff.

Figure 13 Typical ESCAN Autotrack Topology using independent data and tracking channels
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Conclusions

Telemetry G/T has long been an important design parameter to optimize available

station data download capacity. For autotracking antennas used in radar and ranging

applications, the tracking error slope fidelity Km is also an important design

consideration (often even more so than G/T performance). It is important to consider

tracking parameters for an antenna intended for demanding telemetry autotrack

missions.

This paper identified metrics useful for tracking channel angular error predictions.

Analysis for a classical four horn tracking array was presented that shows squint angle

optimization for both the sum and difference patterns resulting in a sum pattern gain

versus tracking error tradeoff. The analysis showed that tracking error varies linearly

with tracking modulation but varies with the square root of the signal to noise ratio

making it advantageous to trade increased tracking modulation performance for

tracking channel G/T. For many relatively non-challenging tracking applications (such

as slow moving, well behaved low earth orbit satellites), a low Km value can be

acceptable, as compared with demanding applications such as highly dynamic, high

speed missile and rocket missions which must be completed with a high degree of

confidence.
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